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132 profiles of the men and women who wrote the books that became the backbone of the Pulp
and Paperback Era from the 1930s through the 1960s. Each profile contains details about the
author's life and explores key works; also covered are screenplay and teleplay work, as well as
movies based on the authors' stories.

From BooklistEven crime-fiction fans who consider themselves well versed in the paperback-
original mysteries of the 1940s and ’50s, the era of Hammett, Chandler, Goodis, Woolrich,
Thompson, et al, will find plenty of new information in this endlessly fascinating compendium.
Each entry includes biographical data, a synopsis of the author’s career, a bibliography of his or
her writings, and even a few read-alike suggestions. Although many of the titles listed are out of
print, plenty of them are available from used-book dealers. Fans will want to keep this one at the
ready when they visit their favorite paperback outlets. --Bill OttReview"An essential reference
work for anyone who's a fan of hardboiled and noir fiction." --James Reasoner"Grab this one and
set aside some time to get lost in it. I did." --Bill Crider"A must for any fan and collector of crime
fiction." --Gary LovisiFrom the Inside FlapThese are the authors who turned out the dark noirs
and hardboiled thrillers, private detective puzzles and psychological suspense, police
procedurals and backwood melodramas, stories of passion
and cold-blooded murder. 132 profiles of the men and women who wrote the books that
became the backbone of the Pulp and Paperback Era from the 1930s through the 1960s.Here
you will find information on the acknowledged masters like Dashiell Hammett, Raymond
Chandler, James M. Cain and Cornell Woolrich... the rack mainstays like Gil Brewer, Brett
Halliday, Day Keene, and Charles Williams... and the unjustly forgotten like Malcolm Braly,
Elisabeth Sanxay Holding, Ennis Willie and Douglas Sanderson.Each profile contains details
about the author's life and explores key works, with special attention paid to series characters.
Also covered are screenplay and teleplay work, as well as movies based on the authors'
stories.Paperback Confidential also includes a handy PseudoDex with all the various names
these authors wrote under, and a section for each author with further recommendations for the
reader's consideration.About the AuthorBrian Ritt has written about vintage paperbacks for
Paperback Parade, The Paperback Fanatic, and contributed an introduction to Stark House's
Orrie Hitt omnibus. Rick Ollerman is the Associate Editor of Stark House Press.Read more
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J Ledesma, “Paperback Confidential is an excellent reference that is informative and sparks
curiosity. For me the Paperback Confidential, is in my random category of books that I read when
getting away from non-fiction. I’m glad I did make the expenditure is it sheds lights on an
industry and plethora of authors that I was not previously familiar with.Just a few random
thoughts about this reference book:The sheer volume of writing that many of these authors
produced is astounding to me and I’m even more in awe of them when I think about the fact that
they did not have word processors nor spell check.Several of the authors covered had
summaries made me curious for more including:Marvin Albert: A merchant marine turned author
oaf several volumes under seven different names.William Ard: one of the numerous New Yorkers
that had a few different private eye series published under a few different names in the
1950s.Lester Dent: one of the most interesting authors; he started out a telegraph operator and
went on to write detective, western and aviation genres under 13 additional pseudonyms.Peggy
Gaddis: She wrote over 300 novels! All of which had no redeeming value but must have hooked
readers as her publishers kept on selling the books.Frank Gruber: Another prolific write that was
pumping out stories for 36 years. Most interesting to me was the fact that he wrote “The Pulp
Jungle”, a non-fiction memoir pf what it was like in the pulp book industry in New York during the
1930. I saw the book listed in eBay for $50.Donald Hamilton: A long career writing that had four
of hos novels made in to movies, none of which I have heard of or seen. Maybe they will be
worth Netflix search.Ed Lacy: One of the many authors that made their way through New York
City. What stood out to me was Paperback Confidential mentioning that Lacy was married to a
black woman and “some of his best friends realty were black”. Was this commentary about Ed
Lacy’s life a joke or just surprising for an LA based author?Elmore Leonard: He has written
beyond the 1930s to the 1960s that the back cover of Paperback Confidential is supposed to
cover. Leonard sold his first story in 1951, went beyond the pulps and had a novel published as
recently as 2011.Irving Shulman: Ok, spell it out for me. JD lit. Juvenile Delinquent literature.
This guy wrote about a very naughty fictional gang (Amboy Dukes) that was condemned by
politicians, school board members, the United States House of Representatives and the series
went on to sell over 4,000,000 copies.Donald E, Westlake: Another Brooklyn boy that wrote over
110 novels, was considered a genius plotter of a variety of books and wrote under at least 21
different names.Charles Willeford: While he was born in 1919 most of his writing was beyond,
he pulps in time and genre. A very interesting man that was orphaned at eight years of age, at
12 left grandma to live life on the road just after the great depression started. He was one of the
lucky ones to be able to get into the army at the age of 16 and gained inspiration from the
sociopaths he met. Sounds like an author that is worth trying to read.As for the remainder of the
book there is a surprisingly small bibliography entitled” Sources”. At the end of the book is a
useful and interesting “Pseudodex”, an index of pseudonyms. Some of the authors covered
used a surpassingly large number of noms de plume.The bottom line is that this book was a



tantalizing tease (in some ways like the pulp books themselves) left me wanting a second
volume; hopefully, Amazon will send me one of their spam emails when it is published. I tend to
be a little analytical, so I would like to be offered a more information about the psychology of the
authors, business aspect of the industry and if equivalents could be revived in the modern era.”

Lance Parker, “Great concise Encyclopedia of Pulp & Paperback Authors. If you collect & read
vintage Crime paperbacks, this book is ESSENTIAL! Excellent one- stop compendium of
writers, famous & obscure. Informative & entertaining!”

Jim Lester, “Great resource for mystery fans. This is a terrific reference book for anyone
interested in the paperback crime novelists that flourished in the late 1940s and 1950s. Many of
these writers were extremely popular, often selling over 400,000 copies of their books and were
at the cutting edge of the paperback revolution that changed the nature of American publishing
forever. This book offers succinct, well written essays on both major figures like Cornell Woolrich
and Patricia Highsmith and lesser lights like Jada M. Davis and Richard Jessup. In addition,
each profile is accompanied by a snapshot of the author and a selected bibliography that
provides excellent suggestions for further reading.The essays often include a brief synopsis of
the author's major work as well as interesting biographical details. Taken as a whole, the book
offers an entertaining picture of the Pulp and Paperback era of American publishing and I would
highly recommend it for any fan of modern fiction or anyone interested in the history of American
literature.”

Lee Goldberg, “Fantastic Book -- a Must Have for Vintage Paperback Lovers. Paperback
Confidential is an essential reference book for lovers of hard-boiled/noir paperbacks of the
1930s through the mid-1960s, most of them forgotten by most readers today. Ritt profiles 132 of
the best loved, and also some of the most obscure, authors of the era. Authors include David
Goodis, Norbert Davis, Marvin Albert, Dolores Hitchens, Fletcher Flora, Cornell Woolrich, Ann
Bannon, Harry Whittington, and so many others. Ritt not only tells you all about them and their
books, he also provides their pseudonyms and a selected bibliography of their work (some of
these authors wrote dozens, if not hundreds, of books). Now whenever I pick up a vintage
paperback from some author I've never heard of, this book will save me the hours I would have
spent on the Internet searching for more information. It's no surprise that this terrific book comes
from Stark House Press, the people who've so lovingly republished "lost" and/or long out-of-print
books by Harry Whittington, Gil Brewer, Dan J. Marlowe, and James Hadley Chase among
others. The people at Stark House are doing God's work, as far as I'm concerned.”

Kristopher Spencer, “4.5 stars: Excellent guide but a little uneven. This book is essentially an
encyclopedia of the writers who specialized in crime fiction paperbacks of the '50s and '60s. It is
full of useful information, but it feels like a convenient compendium of Wikipedia entries. While I



like the book I think some of the entries are less fleshed out than others. The entries for
Raymond Chandler, David Goodis and Jim Thompson, for example, really give a strong sense of
the writers' personalities, but many other profiles are impersonal and short on biographical
detail. I suppose some of these writers are simply less well known than others and therefore less
information is available. Well done, but room for improvement. For example, it would be cool if
there were representative vintage book covers shown for each of the writers and not just "mug
shots" as shown on the cover.”

tularosa, “Re-Discovering the Crime Pulp Greats!!. This is a long-needed reference to the many
talented writers of the hard-boiled era, some of whom you are guaranteed not to have heard of
before. The book will have been an enormous success if it causes a number of today's readers
to go back and rediscover these pulp gems, many of which are now available in reissued
paperbacks or ebooks.There are certain writers who were unjustly overlooked in this first edition
of the book: Wyatt Blasingame, Richard Ellington, Paul Connolly (Tom Wicker), Roger Torrey,
and Robert Patrick Wilmot. There are also some the author included who really don't qualify as
significant contributors to the heyday of the paperback: Buzz Bezzerides, Malcolm Braly, Dan
Cushman, Arnold Hano, and David Karp.Otherwise, a great book and highly recommended for
an entertaining and informative read.”

Mr. Mj Bickle, “Unearth some brilliant writers of the paperback era.... After reading a few Hard
Case Crime novels and loving the fast paced exciting plots, I decided to purchase this reference
book. It really is great and has got me into lots of other pulp fiction writers I’d never even heard
of. It gives a mini biography of each author and a list of their work, also recommending other
similar writers which I found handy. I obviously knew the big players in this market such as
Cornell Woolrich, David Goodis and Gil Brewer (all of whom have surprisingly interesting
biographies rivalling the messed up characters they created!) but through Paperback
Confidential I've discovered Charles Williams, Harry Whittington and Orrie Hitt to name a few.
It’s the kind of book I'll be dipping into for years and has been an invaluable source of information
for me. If you enjoy a bit of trashy 40s, 50s and 60s crime I can't recommend this highly enough.
Whilst I’m on the subject I think anyone who likes the authors mentioned should check out
Robbie’s Wife by Russell Hill, superb stuff!”

Tara Challoner, “The Writers Behind those Hard-Boiled Classics. A really great book if your
interested in the people behind such works as "Double Indemnity", "Strangers on a Train" & "A
Walk Among the Tombstones". Has most authors work listed, even those written under known
pseudonyms(& some have many pen names!). Great for research or for those curious just
curious.”

The book by Brian Ritt has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 34 people have provided feedback.
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